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1. Project Overview

This project will build on the previous one. You will write a program that reads
files that contain graph data and allows the user to find paths between any two
vertices specified by the user. The program will find the paths using

(1) Depth first search
(2) Recursive depth first search
(3) Breadth first search

I will provide a driver file, which should be used as is and should not be modified.
You will write three different files. Each file will contain a class with methods for
performing a search, one file will do depth first, a second file will do recursive depth
first, and the third will do breadth first search.

We will allow repetition of code in this assignment, just to keep the code simple and
avoid having to use inheritance, or composition, to avoid unnecessary repetition.
Here is an outline for the the BFS class:

public class BFS

{

public static Map<Integer, Integer> predecessorMap;

public static Set<Integer> visited; // vertices already visited

private static Iterator<Integer> [ ] iter;

private static List<Integer> [ ] adjList;

private static void visit(int v){ visited.add(v);}

static public void init(List<Integer> [] adjList)

{

predecessorMap = new HashMap<>();

visited = new HashSet<>();

iter = new Iterator[adjList.length];

BFS.adjList = adjList;

reset();

}

/**

* Start a completely new search

*/

public static void reset()

{

predecessorMap.clear();
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visited.clear();

for (int k = 0; k < iter.length; k++)

{

iter[k] = adjList[k].iterator();

}

}

/**

* Perform a BFS search from a start vertex v.

* This method sets the public predecessor map.

* @param v

*/

public static void search(int v)

{

}

}

All search classes, BFS, DFS, and RecursiveDFS, will have the same fields and
methods: the difference will be in how the search() method is implemented.

Note some differences from the pseudo code discussed in class

(1) We use a set visited that holds all vertices that have already been visited.
This eliminates the need to mark vertices to show they have been visited.
The visit() method just adds a vertex to this set.

(2) We use a map predecessorMap to keep track of predecessors of vertices
when they are visited. The key is a vertex v that has been visited, and the
associated value is the predecessor of v in visit order.

The init() method takes the adjacency list of the graph to be searched.

Here is how the main method will work. Give a graph read from a file, the main
method will initialize a search on the adjacency list, then perform the actual search
from a source vertex, and then it will retrieve the predecessor map

DFS.init(graph.getAdjacencyList());

DFS.search(sourceVert);

Map<Integer, Integer> DFSpred = DFS.predecessorMap;

Inside your main file, you will need to complete the method

static List<Integer> getPathFromPred(Map<Integer, Integer> pred, int dest)

{

LinkedList<Integer> path = new LinkedList<>();

// Add code here

return path;

}

which uses the predecessor map from a search to return a list of integers representing
a path from the source vertex of the search to a given destination vertex.

Once you have the path as a list of integers, use the graph translate() method
to translate to a list of vertex names.
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2. Sample Run

To give you an idea of how the program works, here is a sample run. We will use
the graph shown here as input:

A B C

D E F

G H I

When executed, the results will be as follows. Some of the output is not shown, to
allow us to focus on the results of the search:

Adjacency list for the graph in string names form:

a : [b, e]

b : [a, e, c]

e : [a, b, f]

c : [b, f]

i : [f]

f : [e, i, c]

d : [g, h]

g : [d, h]

h : [d, g]

Enter a source vertex, blank line to quit: a

Enter a destination vertex: f

Depth First Path is [a, b, e, f]

Recursive Depth First Path is [a, b, e, f]

Breadth First Path is [a, e, f]

Enter a source vertex, blank line to quit: c

Enter a destination vertex: e

Depth First Path is [c, b, a, e]

Recursive Depth First Path is [c, b, a, e]

Breadth First Path is [c, b, e]

Enter a source vertex, blank line to quit: f

Enter a destination vertex: e

Depth First Path is [f, e]

Recursive Depth First Path is [f, e]

Breadth First Path is [f, e]

Enter a source vertex, blank line to quit: e

Enter a destination vertex: f

Depth First Path is [e, a, b, c, f]

Recursive Depth First Path is [e, a, b, c, f]

Breadth First Path is [e, f]

Enter a source vertex, blank line to quit:
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3. Due Date

November 6, 2019.


